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Elden Ring Game is a fantasy action RPG where you can freely create your character and experience new adventures
with your friends. Choose from a variety of characters, weapons, and armor, and enjoy an unlimited number of ways
to explore the large world. Explore dungeons that range from simple and easy to complex and difficult, with tons of

secrets to discover and countless battles to win. An epic combat system based on strengthening attacks with
mastering magic. When the time is right, build your offensive skills to unleash your true potential as an Elden Lord.
SHOWCASE GAME FEATURES Giant Dungeon When you enter a giant dungeon, you'll be able to enjoy a great battle

that requires a lot of preparation in advance. You'll also be able to enjoy an awesome experience of encountering the
powerful super monsters of many varieties. And the dungeon isn't just limited to the combat, you can also catch sight
of rare and impressive bosses and beautiful environments. Dunning Debacle A dungeon where you'll be attacked by
a collection of gigantic monsters at the bottom of the dungeon, the Dunning Debacle is where you'll be able to truly
show your abilities and strategize. Story / Music The story is a fantasy action drama, complete with a wide variety of
interesting characters and an outstanding story with an epic scope. Completely diverse music has been produced to
match each character, scene, and story, as well as the different gameplay elements such as battles and dungeons.

Combat Completely support changing between normal mode, hard mode, and other special modes. Each mode gives
different enemy AI and stats, so we've designed it to be as convenient as possible. Item Equipment Equip weapons,

armor, and magic in the field. Choose from a variety of weapons, armor, and magic, and enhance your character
through endless combinations. Online Play Completely support asynchronous online. Besides battling other players,

you can also enter a vast world and interact with other players. Creating Your Own Story By discovering new and
unknown items and treasure chests in the dungeon, you'll be able to access a vast story that is different every time

you start a new game. Credit: C&C Creative CREDIT: C&C Creative CREATE YOUR CHARACTER Design a strong
character by choosing from a variety of equipment Equip weapons, armor, and magic in the field to increase

Features Key:
Customizable

Handheld’s High Tension
Stunning Graphics

High Speed of Battle
Great Depth

Epic Dialogues

SYSTEM:

iOS 9.0+
Mac App Store
Android 4.4+

KEY FEATURES:

Rank up! You are Tarnished, but you can be stronger. Rank Up to get new weapons!
Follow your dreams! Become a powerful Elden Lord!

GET IT NOW!

The link is right here, on this page
That’s right! You have now discovered the world of Tarnished!

The Tarnished: Arena of Grace RPG contains the following stages:

Elden temple with no pressure
Collapse of a fortress
Castle ruins
Castle dungeons
Mine Ruins
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